Written submission from a member of the public (ANI0607)

1) DEVOLUTION
I am just an ordinary man. I once investigated abortion to see why so many were against it, and to my shock and horror, I was upset, to say the least, to see little babies being murdered in and out of the womb. It was sickening, because, even though they were weeks old, they still felt pain and torture. How any women could stand for this, and any of the medical profession practise abortion is beyond me. I wonder, has any of those women ever looked into abortion, which can be viewed on the internet, to see this horrible practise taking place.
I will stand with those parties in Northern Ireland who want to protect human life. This whole debate should be for the people in Northern Ireland to decide, not outsiders. I also hear that there is no women representing Northern Ireland, surely this is showing dictatorship.
I knew a wonderful Lady called [name]. [Name’s] parents were advised by doctors to abort [name] while she was in her mothers womb because of the nature of her disabilities, thankfully, her parents wouldn’t agree with the Dr’s and the world was blessed with a disabled lady who graduated as a [profession] and went on to write [number] wonderful books. She toured the world speaking and helped many, many people with her [skills].
Last thing i want to add is, what about the unborn’s rights?

2) DISTINCTIVE LAW AND CULTURE
I have worked with lovely people who suffer with [condition], and I have to say, they really were a delight and pleasure to work with.
Maybe instead of trying to make Northern Ireland come into line with the rest of the UK, it would be better that the rest of the UK came into line with Northern Ireland. Thankfully, our law has protected people born with disabilities.

3) HUMAN RIGHTS & EQUALITY
Women are very precious and should be encouraged.
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